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1 INTRODUCTION
========m=

The Genie III is a professional computer from EACA.
Housed in a single console with a detachable keyboard, it
has a number of unique features, which make the machine
most attractive to the programmer and user alike.

The computer is supplied complete development of
NEwDOS/BO specifically written for the machine. The Genie
III has been designed to run software from the Genie I and
Genie II computers to maintin a family compatibility.

One of the unique features of the Genie III is that it
may be used with CP/M 2.2, the industry standard operating
system for micro—computers. This unique dual compatibility
is achieved by using a variable format screen.

This manual gives information which is specific to
Genie III, other reference manuals are included with the
system to give information about the operating system and
software.

It is not possible in a users manual to give a
detailed introduction to computing, as many excellent books
are available to do this; basic information has only been
given where it specifically relates to Genie III.

The Genie III is an advanced and flexible machine
which is sure to be further enhanced by additional units.
We feel sure you will be happy with the Genie III for many
vears.
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C SECTION TWO
===========

GETTING STARTED NITH THE GENIE III
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2.1 CONNECTING UP THE GENIE III

Carefully unpack the Genre III. There are two main
units, the math console and a separate keyboard unit; place
these units on the WOPKa table.

00 NOT DISCARD THE SYSTEM PACKAGING YOU NILL NEED IT TO
SAFELY TRANSPORT YOUR SYSTEM

Furstly check that the mains voltage marked on the
un t corresponds with the supply avaalable. Ensure that the
correct type 0+ mains plug IS fltted to the computer, but
do NOT plug thls lnto the power outlet yet.

Newt connect the 20 way cable which exits from the
lower r ght of the main console Into the keyboard unnt so
that the strupe*bn the cable Is closest to the F1 key on
the kevboard unit, be sure the connector locking pins are
correctly seated.

F nalIy plug the unct unto the power outlet, and
ocate the keys provided +or the power swntch.

NÜw READ SECTION 2.2 BEFORE SWITCHING ON THE UNIT
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2.2 THE DISK OPERATING SYSTEM (0.0.8)

were the Genie III simply switched on now it would be
unable to perform any useful tasks. A system is required to
provide an interface between operator and machine, an
operating system. The operating system acts as a manager of
the computer, dealing with the interaction between the
different components making up the system: disk drives,
the keyboard, the memory, programming languages and
application programs.

A disk operating system (DOS) in its minimal form,
provides a software interface between the disk drives and
an applictation program. In the Genie III the 008 provides
more than this. The machine has a variable internal and
screen format, so the DOS is also used to provide the
machine with full details of its operating conditions.

Two DOS diskettes are provided with two kinds of
machine format information.

a) NEwDOS/SO 64 mode provides a 64 character line length,
with 16 lines (the same display format as Genie I/III.

b) NENDOS/SO 80 mode gives an 80 character by 24 line
display format
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2.3 PÜNER UP
=-..m—a=

To switch on the system insert one of the DOS
diskettes provided into drive Ü as shown in figure 2J.
Ensure the diskette is inserted with the write protect
notch uppermost, and that the notch is covered by a write
protect tab. Close and lock the drive door.

Fig 2.1 Insert a Diskette into the Disk Drive.

Insert the power key and turn it clockwise to switch
on the system power, the red light on drive Ü will light
for a few seconds and the message:-

’NEHDÜS/BÜ VERSION 2.0 GENIE III’

will appear on the screen. If this does not occur, check
the following:-

a) The system is correctly connected to the power outlet;
if it is not the power light on the keyboard will not
illuminate.

b) The DÜS disk is correctly inserted into drive Ü, if it
is not then the system will power up but the screen will
remain blank.
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If both these things are correct and the system still
does not power up correctly, try with the second DÜS
diskette. If this is unsuccessful refer to your dealer for
advice.

when your system is powered up correctly, take backup
copies of both system diskettes.

BEFORE DOING ANYTHING ELSE BACKUP BOTH SYSTEM DISKS
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z.4 BACK UP SYSTEM DISKETTES
m:

Since Genie III is a totally disk based system it is
very important to keep copies of your system disks. A
damaged or erased system disk will be most inconvenient at
least, and may cause more serious problems.

To back up your system disks follow the procedure
given below, make at least two copies of each diskette, and
keep one set away from the machine. The copies should be
made onto double track double density diskettes.

a) Switch on the system as described in section 2.3.

b) Insert a blank disk in drive 1 which does not have the
write protect tab attached, and lock the drive door.

c) Type “COPY Ü 1’ (take care to include the spaces), and
press NENLINE, drive Ü will run, and a series of
questions will appear. Answer these as follows.

d) Question “FORMAT DISKETTE?’
Answer ’Y’

e) Question ’ARE SYSTEM AND SOURCE THE SAME DISKETTE?’
Answer ’Y’

f) Question ’PRESS ENTER WHEN DESTINATION DISKETTE MOUNTED
0N DRIVE 1’
Answer simply press NEwLINE (ENTER and -NENLINE are
equivalent keys on the Genie keyboard).

The copying will now begin, the screen should be as
shown in {igure 2.2.

Fig. 2.2

NENDUS/So READY
ESPY 0 1
STARTING DISKETTE CÜPY
FSRNAT DISHETTE? (Y DR N) Y
ARE SYSTEM AND SDURCE THE SAME DISNETTE? (v SR N) YPRESS "ENTER" NHEN DESTINATION DISKETTE MÜUNTEÜ UN DRIVE 1
FDRMATTING
SSRYINS
DÜNE
NENDÜS/SQ READY



NJ

when copying is finished the system will reply with
DONE
NEwDOS/BO READY

NENDOS/SU READY is a standard prompt given when the
system is ready to accept commands.

Now insert the other DÜS disk, press both RESET keys
simultaneously and copy the other system disk in the same
way.

More explicit details of this procedure can be found
In the NEwDOS/BU manual, together with details 04 error
messages which may appear.
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2.5 RUNNING STANDARD SOFTWARE
II

2.5.1 Disk 89810

The 008 diskette supplied contains a copy of an
extended disk BAS1C, which is compatible with that in Genie
1/11. The Genie 111 BASIC manual is provided containing
full details of this language.

2.5.2 Running Genie 1/11 compatible disk software

The Genie III can be configured to run disk software
from the Genie 1/11 computers; this must be done by
powering up using the NEwDOS/BO 64 DOS diskette in drive Ü,
inserting the program diskette in drive 1. it is not
possible to simply insert a Genie 1/11 disk and power up
the Genie 111 since the information required to configure
the machine will not be present on the program disk.

To run programs which require the use of both drives
fitted to the Genie III, first copy the program onto a
backup NEwDOS diskette, (see appendix) and then run the
program from the new disk created, which has both NENDÜS
and the program recorded on it. The NENDOS/BO manual gives
full details of how to do this.

It is worthwhile looking at the FORMAT command in the
NEwDUS/BU manual at this stage, as blank but formatted
disks are required for data storage with many systems.

Ensure that all software purchased is on the correct
type of diskette (double track double density), your dealer
will be able to advise about the suitability of a
particular software.

2.5.3 CP/M

The Genie 111 is able to run CP/M 2.2 (Control Program
for Microcomputers), the closest to a standard operating
system available today. The CP/M disk is optional and will
be supplied by your dealer fully documented.
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2.6 COPY PROGRAM FILES IN DISK
_. 2

we shall find it Interesting to bUild up a library of
programs stored in disk. Recall that both the source
diskette and the destination diskette should be 5 1/4 inch,
double track and double density type (otherwise, see
section 2.6.2 and Appendix on PDRIVE command). The
d skette in Drive Ü should contain NEHDÜS/BÜ uersxon 2
srstem +or GENIE III.

In order to illustrate the COPY function, we shall see
how additional program files can be copied from a source
program diskette to the back-up diskette obtained as in
section 2.4.

Proceed as follows while the computer stays at the DOE
level:

(1) Insert the backup diskette into dFlUE Ü and lock
the dFlUE door.

(2) Insert the source program diskette into drive I
and lock the drive door.

This diskette should be write-protected for
sa+ety.

(3) Type

COPY USERFILE/BAS:I :fl NENLINE

The filename here is an example only.
The file ’USERFILE/BAS’ will be copied from disk
in drive I to disk in driue Z.
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Then, a blinking asterisk appears at the top right
corner of the screen during copying operation.

Once the copying operation finishes, the message below
will be displayed.

DONE

NEWDOS/SO READY

NOTE: In case, the destination diskette is memory full, a
message ’DISKETTE SPACE FULL’ will be displayed. Then, you
cannot copy any more files into that diskette. Should you
want to give up some copied files, use the KILL command.

Make sure you have several backup system diskettes
before you proceed to kill any files.

Type

KILL XXX/898:1 [NENLINEI

Then, the file XXX/BAS on the diskette mounted on
drive 1 is killed. You can copy other files as memory space
on the diskette is available.

You are recommended to check the files copied by the
DIR command.

Type

DIR fl NENLINE
REMARK: There are many other versions of COPY, FORMAT and
KILL commands. You are strongly suggested to study DOS
manual for details.
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2.6.1 Copy a Program File Using External Dish Drives.

Ün the Interface II Board, there are two 34-pin card
edges; one is for built-in disk drives, and the other for
external drives. Should you like to copy program files
{rom or to external drives, note that the storage formats
of the built-in drives and external drives may be
difierent.

Typical Procedure:

The following procedure shows how to copy a program
file from an external drive that is single density, single
track and single-sided. Recall that the built-in drives
are double densuty, double track and single—sided.

(1) Connect the external drive to the interface II
Board of the GENIE III System.

,-See Fig. 4.3.

NiFig. .3 Connecting the External Drives.

II“ In": \
I FLAT can: 70
l nun—n:
l um" am

34 nu n. 1 nun
rut can:
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(2) set the external drive number 2 according to the
\/ instruction manual 0+ your external drive.

(3) Take off the write-protect tab on the NEwDÜS/SÜ
system diskette. Insert the system diskette into
drive 0 and the source diskette into drive 2. The
source diskette can be write-protected.

(4) As the computer stays at DOS level, type
PDRIUE‚Ü‚2‚TI=A‚TD=A‚TC=40,SPT=10‚A

Then, the display will show a list of lÜ PDRIUE
specifications, and those for drive 2 are updated as
below.
Also see Appendix for drive specifications in more
detail.
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(5) Insert a NEwDOS/BO v.2 ¥ormatted diskette into
drive 1. This diskette should be double track and
double density corresponding to the drive
specifications of drive 1. Note that this destination
diskette cannot be writefprotected.

(6) Start copying operation by typing

COPY +ilename:2 :1
A blinking asterisk will appear at the top right
corner of the screen.
As the copying operation finishes,
’NEwDOS/SO READY’ will be displayed.
Remark: In a certain case, you would like to copy a
program file from drive 1 containing the source
diskette to the external drive (drive 2) containing
the destination diskette. Remember the destination
diskette cannot be write-protected. Instead of the
above CÜPY command, type

CÜPY +ilename:1 :2
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2.6.2 Using Formatted Disks other than Double Density f
Double Track.

The DÜS facilitates us to read/write disks with
different types of recording formats mounted in double
density/double track disk drives.

Change the PDRIvE data as below:
Note: dn2 is the drive spec to be changed.

(1) Single Density / Single Track.
PDRIUE,0,dn2,TI=AL,TD=A,TC=4fl,SPT=10,TSR-3,GPL=2,
DDSL=17,DDGA=2.

(2) Single Density/ Double Track.
PDRIUE,E,dn2,TI=A,TD=A,TC=8¢,SPT=IB,TSR=3,GPL=2,
DDSL=17,DDGA=2

(3) Double Density / Single Track.
PDRIVE,G,dn2,Tl=CKL,TD=E,TC=39,SPT=18,TSR-3,GPL=2,
DDSL=17,DDGA=2

(4) Double Density / Double Track.
PDRIVE‚U,dn2,TI=CK‚TD=E,TC=79‚SPT=18,TSR=3,GPL=2‚
DDSL=17,DDGA=2

Remark: refer to Rppendix of this manual and the DÜS
Manual of GENIE III.
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SECTION THREE
=============

HARDWARE ÜUERVIEH
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3.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.

The Genie III is a unique soft-formatted microcomputer
which is designed for office data processing and .other
professional uses. The unit is equipped with two
mini-floppy disk drives, and the detachable keyboard
allows the optimum distance between the user and the screen
to be achieved for comfortable operation.

The computer consists of the following modules :-

a) Keyboard - full ASCII keyboard with numeric key
pad, easily convertible for European characters.

b) Display - non-reflective green high resolution
screen.

c) Power supply - switching power supply to miniMIse
weight and heat generation. BON output.

d) Mini-floppy disk drives - two double track double
density drives mounted on a metal rack. Total storage
capacity 733K formatted under NEwDOS and 814K
formatted under CP/M.

e) CPU and interfaces - one CPU board contains all
the system memory. Two interface cards have video,
printer and RSZBZC interfaces on one, and real time
clock, disk controller on the other. -

3.2 MAIN CONSOLE
============

The computer is arranged into 3 sections internally,
the monitor, the PSU and a card frame containing the disk
drives and the three printed cirCUIt boards. Two extra
spaces are provided in the motherboard for additional
boards to be inserted.

Access to the electronic boards is via a cover on the
rear of the unit. Ensure that all power is switched off and
the unit and peripherals unplugged before opening this
cover.

A key operated power switch on the front panel
controls the power to the complete unit, the use of a key
provides protection against unauthorised use of the
computer.



The keyboard is a separate unit with some internal
eiQCtPOHICE. ä connector For a light pen and a sound unit

provided within the Kevboard unit. The light Denare
will be auai‘able soon.4eature IE under deueiooment and
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3.3 MEMORY
======

To achieve the uniquely flexnble operation of the
Genie III the system memory is arranged with a 64K section
of RAM onto which the maJor system components are memory
mapped as required for each application.

The memory in the Genie III is arranged into 5 banks
which are all connected by a single set of address and data
lines. Bank switching is controlled from a CPU port.

Bank 0) 64K RAM the main system memory

Bank l) RÜM/EPROM. Up to 12K of ROM or EPROM may be fitted
to the Genie III for special applications; a 2K
boot ROM to start up the system is fitted as
standard.

Bank 2) Video memory 1. This bank provides a 1K video
memory equivalent to that in the Genie I/II.

Bank DJ .V
. Video memory 2. This second bank of video memory

provides another 1k of video RAM to use with the 80
column display, and may be fitted with an
additional 32k bytes 0+ memory to implement the
high resolution graphics.

Bank 4) Keyboard and disk control. The keyboard and disk
controller memory are separately provided.

It is possible to switch in any or all of these memory
banks under software control, for example connecting in
banks 1,2 and 4 will give a Genie I/II compatible system
configuration.
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C“
3.4 DISPLAY
==mn= k

The display in the Genie III is memory mapped from
memory banks 2 and 3, and fed to the display by a special
controller chip, which allows many different screen formats
to be generated under software control. The system is
supplied with software to enable operation with 64 columns
and 16 lines or 80 columns and 24 lines, (NEwDOS 64 and 80
respectively).

The CRT controller also handles the Genie 11!
graphics; standard Genie I/II type pixel graphics are
available on the basic system to a maximum resolution of
160 * 72 pixels, one of two optional boards may be fitted
to the interface 1 board within the Genie III, offering
fully programmable graphics characters, or high resolution
graphics of 640 ä 288 paints Ea total of 184320 individual
paints) in 80 * 24 mode or 512 * 182 in 64 ä 16 mode.

3.5 INTERFACES
======— =

The Genie III is supplied with 4 interfaces to enable
other peripherals to be connected.

a) Parallel printer interface. A Centronics compatible
parallel interface to connect compatible printers.

b) R8232C serial interface. To connect serial
printers, telephone modems, or other devices
requiring uni— or bi-directional serial
communication.

c) Disk interface. To enable the connection of
external disk drives. Up to four drives may be
fitted to the system in total, which may be single
or double density, single or double sided, and
either 8 or 5.25 inches, (for 8 inches disk drives,
single density only).
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3.6 ACCESSORIES
==========

3.6.1 Programmable graphics characters

An extra interface may be fitted to the Genie III on
the interface I board to give individually programmable
graphics characters which may be used within programs as
simply as alphanumeric characters to produce diagrams,
charts and other pictorial aids. The adaptor is PGA E63210.
Further details are supplied with the unit.

3.6.2 High-resolution graphics interface

H high resolution graphics interface giving 184,320
individually addressable points may be fitted to the Genie
III, on the interface I board. The extra interface gives a
screen resolution of 640 horizontally and 288 vertically

This optional board and the programmable graphics
interface board may not be both fitted to the Genie III
simultaneously, further details are supplied with the
interface, type number 563211.

3.6.3 Light pen

Since the CRT controller used in the Genie III has a
light pen control facility, a socket has been fitted to the
Keyboard unit for a light pen, which can react to signals
from the screen, and detect their position. _ Further
details will be provided with the light pen, which is under
deueiopment.
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3.6.4 CP/M

The Genie III is supplied with NENDÜS. The operating
system CP/M is available as an option, type number E63220
for the master diskette and E63221 for the full CP/M 2.2
manual.

3.6.5 MP/M
An MP/M multiuser system is under development for the

Genie III to enable the machine to form part 0+ an
integrated computer network. This system will include the
pPOUISt 04 a 192K memory card, and multiple serial
interfaces.

3.6.6 Hard disk drive

A 5 megabyte fixed disk drive is under development,
and will fit externally to the GENIE III.



SECTION FOUR

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
=m-c==========:
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4/ DISK SYSTEM

The Genie III is a totally disk based system, whose
internal operating format may be altered under software
control. The machine format is loaded from the DOS diskette
upon power up by an internal boot ROM.

_’ : uÄAn': c.
4.1 NENDOS/BO mxsszssxszxsa s:

The Genie III operates basically with NENDOS/SU
version 2, specific modiiications are made to this DDS to
cope with the flexible structure of the computer. Because
of these modifications a standard NENDÜSJSÜ will not
operate Without changes and an. prewritten programs must be
copied onto a NENDDS backup disk before use.

When the computer is powered up with Newoos, the boot
90M loads the 12K Microsoft BASIC used in the Genie IfII
computers into the system memory. since this BASIC is
reQUired to run NENDDS properly. The computer may
subsequently be used with disk BASIC, which incorporates
significant extentions to the standard 12K.

Since the system is reliant on NENDOSfiBO, the DOS
Manual is an essential part o+ the system documentation.
Thorough study of this manual will prove very beneficial,
speCifically the manual sections on LOAD, RUN, COPY,
FORMAT, and DIRECTORY.

A separate BASIC Manual is provided with the Genie
III. this includes details o4 several significant
extentions to the standard disk BASIC, notably a speCiallv
written screen editor program.
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4.1.1 Modifications to NEwDUS/SU version 2 4V ‚ / l

The modiiications for the use of NENDÜS/SÜ with the
Genie III are listed below. All other commands are as
described in the manual for NENDOS/BO version 2.

a) ’RESET’ & ’R’

In the modified reset command the ’R’ key should be
depressed {irst and held down whilst pressing both the
”RESET” keys simultaneously. The routines of the
Level II BASIC RUM on disk are loaded into the main
memory every time this reset command is executed.

’RESET’ & ’R’ is used for :-
i) changing from one DÜS to another
ii) changing the disk routines from one format to

another, e.g. from 80 x 24 mode to 64 x lo
mode.

b) ’RESET’ & ’B’

(“IThis reset command stops the execution of a 8981
program but retains the program in memory. The ’8'
Key should be depressed first and held down as the two
”RESET” keys are pressed simultaneously.

c) “RESET"

Pressing both “RESET“ keys simultaneously without
either “R“ or “B“ at the same time causes all programs
in memory to be lost and the system to restart in
NENDOS.

N.8. : If all reset commands fail you are advised to
sWitch o¥+ the machine and turn it on again after about ten
seconds.
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4.1.2 Additional utilities Nlthln NENDOS

A small manual accompanying this manual describes the
additional fatilities provided with NEwDOS, which are : 1

a) Programmable function key routine. This allows a
key to be programmed t- simulate a series of
keystrokes, thus allowing a sequence of commands to
be entered With a single key.

b) Dump terminal utility. To allow the use of the
RS232 interface.

c5 Programmable graphics character generator. For use
with the E63210 Interface which is an optional
card.

d) Double-sided Disk Generator. This utility helps
the user generate an
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4.2 CP/M

The CP/M operating system is avavlab|e as tn optvon
separateiy for use with the Genie Ill.
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5.1 TEE CPU BOARD 91almaw 2/940 3,5 DM: (/2 Wf’wz'i’ 4 l7
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The CPU board in the Genie 11! contains three main
items, the CPU itself, (a 280% microprocessor), a main
sWsten clock and the 64K system menory. A

) | , [P 5 f Luau/2W 4’17 //“?’2) fi/#q q 1 . „ ‚ ’_______„‚„„5.1.12-aoncpu WWW)“ 74 7 l )(2,9mm
The 280 microprocessor can operate with a clock speed

of up to 4MHz, in the Genie Ill, 1.78 and 4.0 MHz clock
speeds are used. The CPU is provided with 16 address lines,
(90 to AIS), allowing 64k of memory to be addressed at one
time. And 8 bidirectional data lines, (DU-D7), through
which the CPU communicates.

5.1.2 Clock

The system clock signal is derived from a master 16MH2 Lm,gqqrfififi%
oscillator, the clock speed is 4.0MHz when the system runs Qg‘flmflff
under CP/M or MP/M and is normally 1.78MHz when the system (RIfU)
runs mswoos to maintain compatibility with Genie I/II
software which uses the lower clock speed.
inormally 4.0 MHz but at 1.78 MHz during op-code fetch x/‘“ jW
cycle.)

3. 407/s
ä signal on the main system bus USEL controls the

clock speed accordin to the followin convention - t9 9 + w m) ATÜDNH‘t/Q
EISEL ‚CPU clock Qm'6’1" 9“
Mwwww - 11 2:222

(Maß/MM f 6/9 ,‘7/qlz t 4,1117

low 1.78MH2 : 4 ‚5/„ 1 9A f7
high 4.0m: : [5/4 ”1+2

5-1-3 Re=et 17m IM- am” W 55014476300” ”MM/Omfif
06.222 ßmßukd' BWWWJQEtm-flwfl: 6H4FW§ Sifp’mfo'fifflu ' M”; {gib/V9-
To boot up the “system it is necessarv to pull low the “blau Ä

NMI (nun maskable interrupt) signal of the 280%. When the J4 fly f
system is first switched on a short delay is required to
allow the PSU voltages to stabilise be+ore the system
software is loaded. This is achieved by a simple delay
CirCUit.

Ht other times the system may be re‘booted by pressing
simultaneously both RESET keys on the keyboard unit.
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5.1.4 Memory

The CPU board contains the bank 0 (64K of RAM), and
three 24 pinthe bank 1 ROM/EPROM facility. There

sockets on the CPU board.
Each of these sockets can suit either

2716 or 2732 by altering the Jumpers.
combination of ROM and EPROM’s.

4K ROM, EPRÜM
It allows

a) 2K EPROM This is used for the boot program and
fitted in the the Genie III as standard. auaä 4u«üwzmq
„am/52 wapru’d . w. 0000;, - Mn, WW Wm G on»: genauem ‚

b) 6K EPROM Three 2716 (er compatible) EPROMS may
the Genie III, at memory locations 0000used with

to 17FF.

C) 12K ROM The three 4K ROMS (or
supplied in the Genie I/Il
locations 0000 to 2FFF.

d! 12K EPRÜM the three 4K EPROMs may be used with the

compatible ROMS)
be fitted, at

Genie III, at memory locations 0000 to 2FFF.
H set of links need to be altered to accomodate the
type of ROM used, link details are given

rHBLE 5.1 RÜM/EPRÜM link settings.

‘”1c v v ’2732 x 3

J1 -J2 }:27 J3 —J4 227
J3 -J4 J5 ~J6 }
JIP-JIB }229 J19-J20 }229
J19—J2o J21-J22
J23—J24 }228 s-s }zza
JZS-JZé J27-J28
J9 —J15 }Decode J? ~J8
JIB-JID J9 —J10

Jll-JIE Decode
J13-J14
JIS-Jlé

J20-J21
J24-J25
JZé—JZP
J7 -J8
J9 —Jlü
Jll-JIZ
J13—J14 Decode
JIS-Jlö

be

as

in table 5.1

. [VOM/.1!“
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5.1.4.1 Bank select

~ The CPU board contains the circuitry to generate the
F‘H~/ bank enabling signals for the {our switchable memory banks

(banks 1-4). A timing signal BKÜDIS disables bank Ü when
the CPU is addressing other banks. Port FA is used for bank P&W(;)4
selection as shown in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 Memory bank enable switching

Port Data Bit Memory Banks Content of Bank

U
A>UMR1 Bank..Enable—signal——£1¥-= C7 akubu BAQZ”

dm/VXW,

on W 1 am ___ ROM/EPROM 0’ ‚ZLi’CF„
ßFAH :f5T*TTÜ::E::j.’\ä15QE::_WWä“_ä_iggggsgfi___jggg;;fl;_

7 „g;ALL/1M“‚am W, „W woeggqsz 2 400?)— ”FF W.03 (g) 4 am KEYBOARD/ 3850— 3/3357?“
_äggs-K CONTROLLER 275g- WEI:

/___.—___—

NÜTE: Bank fl contains 64 Kbyte RAM.

' 2Q or {flaw ”W” 2/3“ n.
V m4 mm4 a am. ”W"

(D A,” ' ' WW 2 J <—/
~ 4 0(4) #6s IM . ‚an ‚ .

0a! (WA/fl A j w‚/M/n-Mcu‚ WW m,“ ß) “2.4 f
mm m) mafia aw MM"! 0’
MA«A%/0O&n jxoMyn¢zéro4éfbVi yaw/f

[Kl/t. Lea/Mk 4 ’ /{/(C1'—€/)z
&uw .

2%:66/3 Maid/Led W: 0000 0004
(Km/ml» Bowl/z ‘

(3)"? Q"? W DI Z Kamm-ß du 3:353
GD"? 3 3’5 0r Ll’) Ä C 2W“ 7 M" anti/£94m
80 @ I _ 4 „M. ‚ja 5M 4 (Ar/1M

D2 FA wrMMH/z’ WM WW go-Www/
In: 0000 O40q

0W flaw -’ flrC‘PM‘7w 06/0 afi’fr‘ré
„J u/wv W/gmh 0 m a ‚3], 10A‚m MHz/WM

01mm {Bow/w 5.22m 4/1 ”WM
. ‚ MI. f“ lLWA 0 *4 t

- (9 W M W- _ “KW/7
7 PHGE 5-4 .

WMWJA ml, 01a o/cu' I/flv (dm/{6% W75 9a} flew/q ‚

i ' . BaMA.0~ é%xLU
Rot/MM Md WW cu/L/ m _

’7QA;%::E;f;jut;Aaaf ’?H¢$W€M%v
/2obuv Zfäbvwä 3 P104« ü2y7äbyxi1
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5.1.4.2 Memory map

Memory banks 1-4 are not completely filled with
memory, each bank has specific areas filled. These areas
and their interrelationship with the 64K RAM in bank Ü are
shown in figure 5.1.

FIGURE 5.1 Memory map V/,B _wf,g:fi—w~4i r~\c_
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Power-on reset Signal (2389 pin 26) IS used to enable
banks 1, 2 and 4 such that during power—oh the CPU IS
Initnalvzed by the syetem program in ROM {Bank 1).
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5.2 INTERFACE I BOARD

The interface 1 board contains three main units, the , .
video interface, parallel printer interface, and RS232 C ’1 {V
serial in ter-face . . ([1, a (2: am amaze/011unuxca {AAA „v f6

Lofi/V‘H LLWM ( 5:; C/c’l C , jcLu/üvM

1,3s add/Ci mg 64224 wa/„Wmcdulß (2474560

he video interface is a CRT
controller chip (CRTC), pe HD46505. This chip is fully
programmable to achievet a variable number of displayed
chars.cter-s on the screen, a variable dot {ormat {or each
character, variable horizontal and vertical sync signals,
and display timing.

5.2.1 Video interface

Ht the heart on

\{
rf
\
J
"
\
.

5.2.1.1 Display formats.

_ . . {Oi/av
The video interface is designed to have two display

formats, 80 characters by 24 lines and 64 by 16. The 5 9,Y46
character size is 5*? dots and the dot frequency 12MHz. {Widwifl

. ll DH?
There are two display modes available thruogh port F5.

as shown in Table 5.3, to print inverse video characters
+rom BASIC the command :—

Zl/S‘zl: F5üUT 245,1 Q Z7,\/ GDOILBU ’2
n be used with character codes 127 to 255. To reset toca

normal mode use the command :-

am mam 9 Z, X €00I J 7

TRBLE 5.3 Display mode settings

PORT DATA BIT B DISPLAY MODE
SETTING

F5 set Inverse video characters
F5 reset Genie 1 compatible graphics

(power on or programmable graphics with
setting) an optional board.

The alphanumeric character is produced from 6 bits of
the 8 bit video signal. The final two bits are used to
switch between the graphics types as shown in Table 5.4.



TABLE 5.4 Graphics mode settings

Display Bit 7 Bit 6

Characters B Bits 6-6 ASCII character codes
Genie 1 graphics l ß Bits 6-5 graphics codes
Programmable 1 1 Bits 0—5 graphics codes
graphics

To display programmable graphics:
i1) For 80 mode:

use the command:
PRINT CHR$<X§ where X: programmable graphics code (1P2

to 255).
(2) For 64 mode:

POKE Y‚X where Y= screen address (15360 to 16383; or
SCEBH to SFFF).

X= programmable graphics code (192 to
255).

‚2.1.2 Video Memory Map

Two memory banks (2 and 3) provide the video memory as
shown in Figure 5.2.

FIGURE 5.2 Uideo Memory Map.
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5.2.1.3 CRIC Registers

The CRT controller has a 5 bit address register and 18
control registers through which the video interface can be
programmed. The interface may be programmed for different
display modes, formats, synchronisation signal, and cursor
control methods.

The address register contains the address of the
control register to be accessed, the control register
addresses and functions are shown in Table 5.5, the address
register is at port F6, and the control register at port
F?.

For further details of the operation of the video
section see the Genie III technical manual.

TRBLE 5.5 Control Registers of the CRTC.

address Control Register
Register Register Name
n5 bits)

ÜÜH RE horizontal total
ÜIH R1 horizontal displayed
üZH R2 horizontal sync position
@3H R3 horizontal sync width
EQH R4 vertical total
DSH R5 vertical total aoJust
@sH Re vertical displayed
fl?H R? vertical sync position
ÜBH R8 interface mode
HRH R? maxnmum raster address
üHH R10 cursor start raster
flBH R11 cursor end raster
üCH R12 start address (H)
üDH R13 start address EL)
ÜEH R14 cursor 2H)
ÜFH R15 cursor KL)
“lflH R16 Light Pen (H3
11H R17 Light Pen (L)

PHGE 5-8

PM
H ‘Wga
¥¥ ÜM%%M?



5.2.1.4 Optional boards

Two optional boards may be fitted to the interface I
board, they are:-

a) High resolution graphics
b) Programmable graphics characters

Only one of these boards may be fitted to the machine
at one time.

The optional boards' are fitted via two connector
strips on the inter+ace I board, the pin assignments for
these strips is shown in Table S.o.

Table 5.é : Pin Assignment {or the connector socket
strips.

PIN E1 PIN E2

1 U5 1 L02
2 IDRQ 2 L04
3 MPEG 3 L05
4 '2 4 L03
S H14 5 LDI
6 H12 c LDÜ
T no .7 'Pu—HI'T'
8 HE 8 SKL
9 A? ? PGC
10 Hlü 10 +12U
11 HIS 11 UDG
12 413 12 GNU
13 H11 x3 GND
14 Al 14 BND
is '2 is WC
16 . H4 16 52—0
1? Ho F mm
18 H? 18 +5U
19 -5U I? 12.875MHZ
2a He 22| ä'ä

{IPAGE 5-



5.2.1.5 Light Pen

A light pen may be easily added to the system as the
CRT controller has facilities for this. The CRT controiler
on the Interface I board accepts the light-pen-stroke
signal, LPSTB from pin 41 of the Mother board. There wil1
be a socket on the keyboard module for connecting to e
nht pen.

PHGE 5-10



3000
3010
3020
END
3030
3040
3050

H my» €117- ?mcw- w”, W
9/“ Mote/mow) 871((2/3 rpm) I'M if)

II: INP(&HFD)
IF (II AND 64) <> 0 THEN PRINT " KEIN PAPIER ": END
IF (II AND 32) = 0 THEN PRINT " SELECT IST AUSGESCHALTET ":

IF ( II AND 128) C? 0 THEN GOTO 3000
OUT &HFD,IP
RETURN _ ‚

(24!, („im [341/w „ML0013%mfl; x“

(J
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5.2.2. Parallel printer interface

This interface is provided to allow a Centronics
parallel standard printer to be connected to the Genie
III. This is the most common type of printer interface and
will allow many varieties of printer to be connected to the
computer. ä special cable is required to connect the
printer, type number EGSOIéC.

The printer interface is ported onto the system at
port number FD of the CPU.

The printer interface may respond to the following
signals from the printer:-

a) BUSY lowcnot busy, i.e. the computer is able to _
send more data. High=busy , no more data. This./%$&“/%%hfly
signal is active high, i.e. when high the printer
is DUSY.

b) OUT OF PAPER, Higtrinter out of paper, stop J ‚ ,/
sending data, lomacontinue sending. If leftifl%5';fa@993
unterminated this input will assume a high state
and stop the printer. It should always be grounded
if the printer used does not provide this signal.
This signal is also actine high.

:9 UNIT SELECT, {am printers use this signal, the
signal is low when the printer is switched o+t(%0.: yfl’ä /
line, the Genie III printer interface Will j
automatically pull this signal high if unused. So
no extra connections are required. This signal is
act i we low .

The status bits are assigned as shown below, the same
port is used to output data, and input the status bits
using the strobe signal for timing.

TABLE 5.7 Printer Port HsSignment

Bit Status_input Data output

F’ 4” busy 7 (M381) 40441444”
6 69 out of paper 6 . „q
5 37 unit select 5 0 O 4 ( ‘ 4

14 4 ‘4‘ held high 4
3 3 nfc 3
2 V n/c 2
l Z n/c 1
o i n/c c: use» ä

. '„ p
. u QWP(FÜ)' 3

hkuu FNMA” @a5‘% _ Fr;
., "1%PAGE 5-11 M’W‘Wl ‘ m:

Jc&CI&ÄZ H1:
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5.2.3 RSZBZC serial interface

The RS232C interface gives a means of connecting the
Genie III to other serial devices. such as serial printers
or other computers.

The inter¥ace is termed "serial" since the individual
data bits are tramsmitted and received one after the other
is a serial stream. RSZBBZC is the most common serial _EN$iZSY)
interconnection standard, and this intertace is
bidirectional, so it can be used to talk and listen to
other devices.

The interface system is implemented using a
programmable DART (Universal Asynchronous Reieiver and
Transmitter). This device has many different communication
speeds, and formats, so it needs to be instructed which
éormat to use by the computer program used. s

Two functions are controllable. firstly the ‘50
communication speed (baud rate). may be set between 50 and 3§Yfiy
38400. {The baud rate is the number of bits per second
transmitted so 5U baud transmits 50 bits per second).

Secondly the data format needs to be defined, the type
ot parity, and the number of start and stop bits to each
communicated word.

Baud rate selection is performed by writing the
appropriate dauisor to the dlUlEOF latches in the UAPT.
located at ports E8, and E9 (L58 find MBB respectively). The
reQUired divisor can be calculated using the formula

:r/viizi‘o vamp. 3, 03/377”?

fiauahkMoffiéftfi;
'£62&00

.e UART Band Rate. ¢J3““%

010150R=3‚072‚000/<BAU0 RATE¥ici

II
IDetails are given in Table ._

L"TaBLE

Band Rate Diuisor used to Generate
1o x clock fdecimal)

50 3040 0’00
75 25:0 0400
110 1’45 06 D4
134.5 i423
150 1200
30D 940
500 320
1200 lei
IBÜÜ 10?
2000 95
2400 30 @050”
3500 53
4800 40 0075"
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cont" d

7200
9600
1?200
38400

Baud Rate

.47
20
10 . .
s ‘ Maw by m „m

S. 337m : v7Hm xii/5M”

W‘
AJ
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Two sets of control latches are addressed using the
ports EA-F and E8-9. The latch set is switched using bit 7
o4 the line control register the DLAB (Divisor Latch
Address Bit). 53

Transmitted and received data is located at port ES,
details of the addressable ports are shown in Table 5.9.

TABLE 5.9 Port Address of the UART’s accessible
registers. \ ‘

DLAB PORT REGISTERS
~.-‘-—-—-h---————-—--_—-———-—--—_---—-.——-—-——-—----——-—-———

B E8 receiver buffer (read only)
transmitter holding roglster
(write only)

a E9 interrupt enable +4)
X EA interrupt identification (read only)
LX’ EB line control ÜIMWMWW jM'W.’
x EC MODEM control Kmfiflmwufl? 1:7HXMM
x ED Line status gamut/9M2“ ’
x EE MODEM status KWIWP‘M’P‘W
.x EF None +du6um
1 E8 Divisor Latch (L33)
1 E9 Divisor Latch (MSB)

NOTE: when defining the settings of the DLAB fl-low l=high
and X-Dont care i.e. low or high. Further details may be
found in the INSSZSB UART data sheets.

JZWWM‘979h 0W 002mm TRIM?

5311e

MIN-H ’1 3495 ‚w 50 I [am "Ma 2?s

WW“? “LL/”L Io 95,3003
4 Im ‚.2- JP 0a (/6

_- {g I r! '‚I ‚.5: {-1- 2’172? v 1
..‚

J ”OM [a- 0/2 X0 (9m I8

LOAD SYq/syg 6300/1

"' “'4' l ‚m CL; ’%11 ,VI \‘ZA:4

WSWM-Slsrw d a a W
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5.3 INTERFACE II

The interface 11 board contains the floppy disk
interface circuits, theme are memory mapped at bank 4.
Also provided on this board is the real time clock. ‘

5.3.1 Floppy Disk Drive

The minifloppy disk interfaces are situated on the
interface 11 board. Two disk controller chips are used,
one for single density, FD 1771, and the second for double
density, FD 1791.

The system can use up to four disk drives of either
5.25 or 8 inches, either single or double sided in single
or double density. (8 inches disk drives, single density
only)

A disk controller is an intelligent subsystem within
the computer, running up to four disk drives via a common
34 way control bus. Only one of the two FDC (Floppy Disk
Controller) chips can be in use at any instant so the
system cannot be simultaneously in both single and double
density modes.

Two sets of control signals are used to organise the
FDC’s. One set controls the controller paremeters (which
FDC is used, which drive is active, which disk side is in
use, the size of the drive used, and reads two timing
signals from the controller.

The second set communicate directly with the
controller itself, giving commends, reading, and writing
data.

These two sets of control signals are taken directly
from five memory locations, 37E0 and 37EC to 37EF.
Locations 37EC, 37EE and 37E0 are used by both sets of
signals. Firstly they set the drive specifications when
the system is started up, and subsequently they communicate
With the drive controller.
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LD (”C/8)] A 1)
uw¢X/MW”‘
LD 4,71071"

4x) 61:" 5(7- ”Mot”

mm741'15‘9‘“
4:” 4??)u 411€

705 02M 5'2 37 KL/ .0u‘F/JbCQr/Q (”am/f
(WM/45V) am} 4 IM? all. 2am flour

‘ ‚amumM@‚JZ?%H0j5.3.1.1 Drive specifications

The drive specification signals are shown in Table
5.10.

TABLE 5.10 Disk Drive Specification signals.
7WMMF61mgduL%mww ioflwiMM?DWH7WA

37EC 37EE 37GB
FCR') ‘\ Z

D0 Density Drive Ü l 315'; .
201 Drive l
UD2 Drive 2
’03 1 Drive 3

1 Side
IDS 1 waiten * ' < n
WDé 1 Size CgDQTRG> these signals 1;: l
LDZ_ ,1 1 RTC ) are read from '

the FDC J
Jbaf 0- zwn/zmv+r) .7Frafi<? Zflew o- ‚0r/4.;D=%WPM"MM”
NOTE:
Signals shown as 1 at 37EC must be set high when setting
density; similarly for 37EE and drive size

5.3.1.2 Switch bit settings

TABLE 5.11

Density 1=double density (F0179: controller)
8=single density (FDI771 controller)

Drive select 1=drive selected (not more than one drive may
be selected at one time)

Ry)

Size 1=8 inch disk drives
0=5.25 inch disk drives

Side 0=side B of the disk drive
1=side 1

INTRO Interrupt request to CPU 4km (MyMAßhfidJ

RTC Real time clock output (25m8)

. , L 24¢ EC 3?Lfinuu{wq ; Lu H9 7 Ch //\\
L0 ( L)?FEH L0 (NQ4FFH f
”Mann 2 lW-lw'l "rf :5r
\ ' \ /

7m 7m ' 2 3
[D (soai PAGE 5—15 36



5.3.1.3 Drive communication signals k

Direct communication between the CPU and FDC is made
via the four registers, 37EC to 37EF according to the
following scheme.

Address Action Information

37EC read from FDC FDC status
write to FDC FDC commands

37ED read from FDC track register
write to FDC track register

37EE read from FDC sector register
write to FDC sector register

37EF read from FDC data register
write to FDC data register

A fuller explanation of the operation of the FDI?71
and FDI??1 disk controller chips can be found in the Genie
III Technical Manual or their data sheets.
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5.3.2 Real Time Clock

ä real time clock is provided on the interface II
board, this clock is implemented using a CMOS chip, and is
kept running permanently by a battery fitted to the board. t?¢5f{
The RTC provides a 25ms heartbeat for the system, and is
addressed by two CPU ports as shown in table 5.12. ET4 f/

TABLE 5.12 Port Assignment for the RTC

EBRD EßwR El

on Dß DE
Di Dl Dl
DZ 02 D2
DB 03 DB
D4 HG
05 A1
06 ä2 RD '
D7 QB NR

H0, RI, A2 and AB are register addressw of the clock
chip. The chip can only be accessed when the RTC signal is
HIGH.

NÜTE: RTC is the interrupt signal from the real—time
clock.

Rn: W? mm (3357) lulu 5-K
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afli
The clock chip has.6fifl internal 4 bit address bus, bits

4—7 of port E0 are used to set this address. Data bits 8-3
of the same port, are used as a bidirectional data bus.
The read and write operation of the RTC is controlled from
port E1, bit 6 is set when reading from the RTC, and bit 7
when writing from it. Data is available from the RTC as
shown in table 5.13.

TABLE 5.13 Functions of the RTC

ADDRESS INPUTS INTERNAL DATA l/O DATA
NOTESA. A1 A1 A: COUNT“ De 0‘ Da Da uuns .

0 0 0 0 , 5 1 . o . . 0 ~ 9 Si or S") are reset to law irTespecfixol inpuii'
' ' +- . . . data Da~ D: when wine inSl'uCllOn is executed

__ 0 O O T S 1° 0 N 5 with address selection __‘___ -__„ _‚7
0 ‘ 0 0 MI 1 ‘ ' ‘ ' 0 ‘- 9

l —— -1>- ‚ ‚ — ~ - _,
l 0 O 1 MI 10 ‘ ‘ ‘ 0 ~ 5

O O l O i H 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 0 ~ 9

‚ 0 1 0 H ‘0 ‚ . Y f 0~I Dz; ‘1"!0: PM DJ ‘1“iov 24 nour iormal
~2 02-. “0" vor AM Da- “O" vor |2 hour lormal

O 1 1 0 w e I e 0 N 6

l l l 0 i D 1 ‘ ° ' ‘ O ~ 9
--_ . ‚ V_ _ A

O 0 O 1 DIO _ ‚ t .0~3 02 :“|':l0129day5|nmonth2 (2)
D: ="0' for 28 days In month 2

x o 0 il M01 ' ' . - o~9
O l o 1 ! MO |0 ' o N 1

l 1 o 1] v1 ' ' - ' o~9
_——" V

0 0 l l J Y 10 ‘ ‘ ‘ ' O ~ 9

H) ' data und as "0' o: 1
blank does n01 uni (uniocoomzoa dining - me and new ll "0' dunno I Inc)
loam Ms «no lo: AM ’PM l2/24 HOUR and leap your

ex u oz pmwouuy an Io ' uoon completion 0' momh 2 any 29. 02 will be miemuly res-i lo '0
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5.4 PSU and Motherboard

The Genie III has a switching power supply to minimise
weight and heat generation. This supply should not be
opened whilst the machine is connected to the power outlet,
and is not suitable for supplying any ancillary equipment
either than that designed specifically for the GENIE Ill.

The motherboard has a 60 way connection bus, all 5
slots in this bus are identical.

The bus signals are given in Table 5.14
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TABLE 5.14

u
m
w
w
'o
u

J:
t3

w
w

w
ILL'
I

N
N

A
h
a
b

‘O
‘U
U
IIZ
LJ

U
IU
IU
IU
I

\J
U
IQ
J"

59

Bus Signals.

SIGNALS PIN

-12v 2
BND 4
+5V o
RESET 8
SHLTA 1a
PINT 12
16 MHzCK 14
OSEL 16
IÜRÜ 18
ö (CPU CLOCK) zu
H1 22
PwAIT 24
PHÜLD 26

BKBDIS 28
RFSH 8a
K— 32
BKZ 34
8K3 36
ER? 38
äTN an
LPSTE 42
A14 44
A12 46
A0 48
42 5E
Ala 82
A5 54
A9 56
A8 58
GND aß
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BA
RESET (SH)
Eli
fiö
03
02
D4
01
fifiifi
ADDBS/DÜDBS,
Ü7ÜÜE5/5TADBS
05
DE
Dö
D7
FA
BOUT
A15
913
A11
A1
A3
A4
A6
A7
+ 5U
NC
-5V



i
5.5 Monitor

The Genie III has a high performance green phosphor
monitor, a brightness control for this is porvided in the
rear of the case. For the best display the monitor should
be adJusted so that the background is not qUIte bright.

5.0 Keyboard.

The keyboard unit is separate from the main consoie,
and is addressed as a matrix from memory banK 4. A map of
the keyboard unit is given in figure 5. The keyboard is
addressed between 3801 and 38EÜ, Key contact is detected by
continuously scanning these addresses and detecting a
change in the status of the data lines.

FIGUPE 9 q KeVboa ma 6mjpyflgg~
„ h.» ( p hauvfiu4¢£ Ääßfly

[U l/f//)fa '

KEY-0AM: MAP or cement #7t ’ x
0mm" 27 . 4 5 nur it ÜqL/Dh/ OCH/:4.
4x A A 21 A\ in A
/]„ V2, q 8 10;, 26’“ :5: fl};

_ ‚fld “d 1?»3,..H>_s__%cai_z_s_9 E F <1- g
3802H> f‘ H I J K L M i" o „auf—‚J2

8 V8 m4n> P a? 7,. J? ‚ L
N Y Z I !\ lgndMg snoopy x '
a a ! n A I< salon; 1 ’92 ff :4 3’5 7

.. (8 >9 an: H <! :— >- ?/
382“? mm. f ‘

‚ ' -e 8P 7 Z(M 384M ‚m? - " f - .‚ wax/w ‚
f,» __ „ r . LPaus"): “n

flunk. FI r; F3 F4 sc F1 F8
2 3 4 5 6wenn; ° 7

385cm} 8 9 0° ’ - I
+_5v

‚Öd- if). ,irffifl‘fl’ L“...
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4

A small speaker is built into the Keyboard unit of the
Genie III, this can be used within programs to provide
prompts, and audible warnings.

The sounds are produced by accessing address 3860, the
simple example shown below runs in BASIC under NENDOS and
produces a single tone. A pulse is produced in the sound
unit each time address 386% is accessed, the sound pitch
can be changed by accessing this address at different
rates, this will need to be done via machine code to
achieve different sounds.

7? Pat; ~ /
m FÜR N=1 m man : MEIR/E massage/ : NEXT N W

—ÜVJ/Ü (f/‘‚CAQJ ‚Ü?04:_
j: I»? d! f /)61/1

c_ fl/L/L/O Cg: {(n
W I" / a /& l

‚ ___ ., “(A
, Q - J {yzAAnLo m ‚ .

<ZK‘C ’w1ä;:'_’ dvüfl} .: 7] L _ „au/au] - k jg/j

obi-NIL; I‘"U:j’7W< 7/ „(a/VW 34W” ’ 337/7 zg

’T 'Moci hZzJÄ [M

”me/R " 5’1/‘- /D[/'0’Wx)-€4/>W\3/’WJ
f.

MAI/MM /ß(JM/Ä
/”’“€2:;f'0{yv

:1i [/01’ We OMY< l" fix/04""
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l-“ "J CONNECT I ÜN DIAGRAMS

V 5.7.1 Connector \ayout

FIGURE 5.4
IIGI PANEL 0F IEIIE:

on,
Insane: "will :23:

FIGURE 5.5 am m" c'n
Immun
contact

0N! BOIID "nur“: I "nennst n

(TOP) n nun—u: To nut—I a
non non-v

n "nun '00"!- II"
"Hum Imus
(34m; to nan:

um Tl Nut—m
FLIP" mu mm:



.v f.» . .‚. .v" "aman _y.»_ ‚ .1 v’VWVVvWWWs-yv _‚ fiffv’v‘v’vVVW. ( *1s , zvvwsfh ‘.

‘vvytvvwsvvvvv~v\vvv\w..v1V'vv‘Vvvv‘1v:vvvv“VVVvvvwvvvuvvv.uvvvvv



[’m‘ "l" F D

5.7.2 Parallel printer ( übt/164 Änulbv WM ”5644? 0“)

The Genie III is supplied with a parallel printer
interface conforming to Centronics parallel connection
standards. The connector for this interface is on the

lhdfiUWhInterface ialkard, and is a 34 way edge connector. The pin
5;?5 assignments are shown below, pin 1 on the connector cable

is normally marked with a red stripe. The matching cable
+or this interface is cable type number EGBflléC.

TABLE 5.15 Parallel Printer Pin Assignment.

PIN SIbNHL PIN SIGNAL

1 DATA STROBE 2 GNU
3 DÜ 4 GNU
5 D1 ö GNU
? DZ 8 GNU
'3‘ D3 1 ill GNU
1 1 Dd 1 '2 GNU
1 3 U5 1 4 GNU
15 06 lo GNU
l? U7 18 GNU
1 9 NC 213 GNU
21 BUSY 22 GNU
23 OUT ÜF PAPER 24 GNU
25 UNIT SELECT 26 NC
7 NC 28 NC
29 NC 3% NC
'31 N C ‘32 NC:
33 HE 34 NC

33 1
I ’ VIEWED FROM REAR
34 2 OF CABINET

cw o/cw fled mu! 0% hCa/oceo /€§23( zor—w/ WP
kM/x ‘, “A”

a g/ “c -‘ ,’ W w M- "ch"— ’ fit' {w‚WM hin/119V FJCÄ%_ r H“

“ram/W a) Milli
< ‚

MälLu/nlßu

701€ 4‘ 211%t
4macßßwfcßvev



5.7.3 R5232C connector

The Genie II R8232 serial interface is connected via a
? way wafer connector to a standard 08258 socket on the
back panel of the computer, the pin assignments for this
socket are shown below. The RS232C connector is fully
buffered.

For detailed information on the method of using this
interface see section 5.2.3 Rylf-n

THBLE 5.16 Pin Assignment for RS-232C socket.

PIN SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

1 PGND Protective Ground
2 TXDr-‘9 Transmit Data
3 RXD<Q*—- Receive Data
4 RTS-“-*~P' Request—to-send
5 CT84r~-~ Clear-to—send ~~~~~ we kuwaxgnfi¢4efi
o DSR 6~—~~ Data set ready
7 SBND Signal Ground
8 CD <3» Carrier Detect
21 DTR-"“$ Data Terminal Ready

II”. C
SOCIET

'IIWED no. HEAR 0F CAIII‘T

l
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5.7.4 Disk drive connections

Two connectors for disk drives are provided in the
Genie 111, one for internal drives, and the second for
external drives. The signals to both connectors are
identical, though two additional power connectors are
provided for use with internal drives. The connector pin
assignments are shown below.

To connect external drives a cable type EGBOISC is
required.

The drive control system will support single or double
density, single or double sided, and 4U or 80 track
operation with no hardware changes. The DOS will of course
need to be changed to suit the disk configuration.

TABLE 5.1? Pin Assignment +or 34-pin Floppy Disk Drive
Card Edges.

PIN SIGNAL

ood pins bND
2 NC
4 NC
6 SIDE SELECT
8 INDEX f SECTOR
10 DS l
12 OS 2 Drive select 1,2 and 3
14 DS 3
1c; MCITOF: ON If 04.11154 W7
18 DIR SEL (step in/out)
20 STEP
22 NRITE DATA
24 WRITE GATE
26 TRACK Üü
28 wRITE PROTECT
30 READ DATA
32 DS 4 ( Drive select 4 )
34 NC.

33 1
m

34 2

VIEWED FROM REAR
0F CABINET

l
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SECTION SIX

DIAGNOSTIC RUUTINES



6/ DIAGNOSTIC RÜUTINES.

There are some diagnostic routines stored in the EPRDM
[Erasable Programmable Read-only Memory) on the CPU Board.
These routines conSIsts of a tiny monitor, RAM memory
testing, video circuit testing and testing on minifloppy
disk drives. They are useful especially to the computer
servicing people and to the users themselves as well. It
helps you fix the problems and fault, and then have them
_repaired more quickly. tou will find it endoyable to
troubleshoot the computer system yourself.

Nevertheless, these diagnostic routines are only
troubleshooting aids. You are still urged to have the
system repaired bv the serviCing people, and you can
describe the faults according to the diagnostic routines.

TEST TEST
NUMBER FUNCTION

Ü tiny Monitor {machine language)
1 Bank Ü RéM Test.
2 Video Test.
3 Single-density Single—sided Drive Test.
4' Single—density Double-sided Drive Test.

. 5 Double-density Single-sided Drive Test.
ö Double-density Double-sided Drive Test.



6.1 Enter and EXIt from the Diagnostic Routines.

To enter these routines, depress the keys

RESET — n

where n is an integer from Ü to 6, and each number
corresponds to one specific test.
Press the number Key and the RESET Keys
Simultaneously, and first release the RESET Keys and
then the number key.

NÜTE: As one of the routines is just entered, the number n
will appear at the top left corner of the screen.

Depress the BREAK Key to eXIt from any routines
flexcept the video Test) to the display mode of the Tiny
Monitor.

n exit to ’NEHDÜS READY’ Just by pressing the’fou c:
‚s only.two RESET Me"

PäGE 0-3



6.2 RESET Ü Tiny Monitor.

This routine allows us to examine, modifykand execute
memory contents of the BOOT ROM (but no modiiication), and
most of the RAM memory. (Ne cannot examine and modify the
RAM memory addresses which are occupied by the ROM).

There are three modes Display mode.
exchange mode and run mode.

of operation

(1') Display mode

Type mmmmD

where mmmm is the starting memory location in
hexadecimal to be examined.

ä line 0+ lo bytes of consecution memory contents
starting from location mmmm will be displayed.
Press NEw LINE key (or any Key other than the E
key or G key"I to displav next 16 bytes 0+ memory
contents.

Example:

34FED Ei FF 1E ED 33 28 49 FE Fa 2C 35 ÜE G1 DÜ 1E 2C
\ \
\ \

location content

(2) Exchange Mode

Type xxxxE
where xxxx is the starting memory location in
hexadeCimal to be modified.

The address of the memory location and its
content will be echoed, and then you can type in
the new data (two digits) in hexadeCimal. The
content of the next location will be displayed and
the system waits for wour new data entry.

This exchange mode can be terminated by pressing
NEH LINE or BREAK key.
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Example:

2F52E 2F52 5916 9939

echoed new data
address original data of

original address 2F53H
data of address
2F52H

f3) RUN mode

To execute a program starting from a specniic
address, type

DbbbG
where bbbb Is the starting address of
execution.
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6.3 RESET r 1 : RAM Test (Bank ß)

This routine tests the operation of the 64K byte RAM
\’ chips and their interfacing circuit which contains the

address decode logic and data buffers. It checks that
every bit of the memory can properly be written or read a
one/zero without error.

Defect messages are as follows. when any error
occurs, the test routine will stop and display the bad
memory location and RAM chip number (frcm 231 to 262).

Example:

45FF 36
l ”T
i \

bad memory bad RRM chip
location number, 236

Press NEN LINE or any other Keys to proceed to test
other memory locations.

Note that if many RAM chips. are reported bad lor
dead), then the fault may be in the address decode logic
rather than the memory chips.
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6.4 RESET - 2 : Video Test.

‘1 This routine checks the video interface Circuits,
video RAM and the character generator.

He the system has Just entered this test, you may come
across two fault message if there are the faults.

They are

“BANK SNITCHING ERR’ and ’BAD RAM“.

If neither of these faults are present, the test will
proceed to display cycling patterns of all the available
the characters and graphics. You can press the BREAK key
to hold a pattern of the characters and graphics. Then
individual characters / graphics may be examined and see i?
they are correct.



m flexes/me
Kiwi“-

These tests check the two built-in disk drives with
various storage formats such as single/double side, and
single/double density. Note that the two drives must be of
the double track type.

6.5 Minifloppy Disk Drive Tests.

The following message will appear on the screen.

SINGLE flor DOUBLE) SIDE

SINGLE (or DOUBLE) DENSITY

TEST COMPLETED if the drives under test
are all right.

This test routine will give the error messages as
below.

DISK ERR AT (track number) tdrive number)

where drive number is ß or 1.

The test will stop at the disk error, and you are
reQUired to press NEH LINE or any other Keys to continue
the test.

To enter these drive test routines as follows.

(1) RESET — 3 : single density, single side.
(2) RESET - 4 : single density, double side.
(3) RESET — 5 : double density, single side.
(4) RESET - 6 : double density, double side.

Normally, the two built—in +loppy disk drives are of
the double density, single side and double track types.

PRECAUTIÜN: avoid depressing the RESET keys to reset the
System when the disk drive is reading or writing (that is,
the LED on the drive is ON.) Try to open the door of the
disk drive, and the LED will turn ÜFF soon. Then, remove
the disks and switch off the computer.
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HPPENDIX
=-—=—-_——

ä. More Information on Selecting Disk Drive
SpeCifications:

Other versions of the PDRIVE command are brie¥ly
listed below. You can read the details from NEwDÜS/BÜ
version 2 Manual .

The command is

PDRIUE‚B,dn2‚TI=m,TD=n‚TC=r,5PT=C,A

t1) fl : system diskette in drive B.
f2) dn2 : the drive number 0+ which the control

iniormation on the system diskette is to be
updated.

'3' TI=m : type of disk drive interface -

: DRIVE FORMATTED DISK :

: m density : track denSItx : track :

: A single : single single : single :
: : :(TC=4B MAX)

: H single : double single : double :
; :(TC=80 MAX)

AL single : double single : single :

: CK double : double double : double :

:CKL double : double double : single :

PQGE H-l



(4) TD of drive specification.

: DISK :

; n inch density side i

:.ÄI .é. .. sihéi; . ......... .;;6%;;...........:

:.&. . .é... 'élé§{;"' . ..... .ééééiélu'liull..l;

i'é. é. ..... ägbgig ....... .... .ggägäg.......... 2

:.é. . .é'. .. Iééégie ........... ééééie- ..... . 2

i é. ...é ....... gißgi; ............ ;;äg;;.. .... ;

2.6. . ‚ä. . ‚giägi;"' ..... . 'a;;g{;""""" 2

i g. . .é. ...... ä;;gi;".. ... .;;ägi;.-"II'I.' 2

z A. ...é ...... 'ééééié-.' ........ .ägügi; ...... .. ;

£5) TC = r : number of tracks on the disk.

: r number 0+ tracks *T1=k :

i 35 35 No :
:..aé. . . ....... Aé ...... . ........ ....Ifié ....... . i

: .$.. .. ..$ ............ ... .....Qé...........:

: .éél ........ éé ............... . ...;é; ...... . :

: éé. . ....... Ah... ................. Qgä .......... i

i .ä—l . ....... & ................ ...;gg ...... . i

iNÜTE: contrans the F flag eg. CK,

PAGE 9-2
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(a) SPT = c : number of sectors/track.

. TD : r (max) :

: A : 1Q '
: B : l? :
z C : 20 :
: D : 34 -
: E : 18 '
: F : 26 :
: G : 36 '
: H : 52 :

£7) A : if and only if no errors were found during the
checking of the specifications for all the drives, then
these new specifications are loaded into the main memory as
the present controlling data +or those drives.
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GENIE III

äDDITIÜNAL UTILITIES

Programmable Function Key Generator.

RS-232C Utility.

Programmable Graphic Character Generator.

Double-aide Disk Generator.

EHCH CÜMPUTER.
1982.



I. PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION KEY GENERATOR

t1! Introduction

This utrIIty al)ows us to program or define eight
funct‘on keys, F1 - F8. The predetermined key +unctions
can be messages, remarks, commands and short programs. The
utllnty helps us save time for typing programs and
commmands Into the computer. Also we can execute some
prede+ined short programs Just by hitting the corresponding
function keys. It us useful to the begnnners and those who
have not yet been fam11var With the Genie System.

The functlon key definitions are stored on the system
disk, and they can be changed at any time. There is a
maximum space of 255 characters available to store the 8
+unction key definitions.
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2. To enter this Function key Generator.

with the computer in the 008 level, type in

FKGEN64/CMD (NEHLINE) or FKGENSfl/CMD (NEWLINE)

We shall see the following message and operation menu.

FUNCTION KEY DEFINITION DISPLAY FREE SPACE=> 222 CHAR
F1:LD=FUNCTION/TXT4
F2:ND=FUNCTIÜN/TXT.Y„
F3:
F4: end Sign
F5:
F6:
F7:
F8:

DRESS KEY =i "E" - TÜ ENTER EDIT MODE. . = «l
"T“ - TÜ TERMINATE TÜ DOS.

1‘“
I I‘ V

The display will Show us the definitione of the
function keys from F1 to F8. At the top right corner 0+
the screen, we shall see the amount of free space left for
more function key definition. Note that each +unction key
definition is terminated by an end Sign.
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at this stage, there are two operations we can choose.

fa} ’E’ — to enter edit mode to enter/modify the Key
definitions.

üb; ’T’ — to terminate to DOS.

The current definitions of the function Keys Will be
stored on the disk when the T Key IS pressed to eXIt to
DOS. The old definitions on the disk will be overwritten
and lost.
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3. To Program/Edit the Function Key Definitions.

Enter the Edit mode by pressing the E key.
An editing menu will be displayed as shown below:

DEFINING FUNCTION KEY FREE SPACE=> 221 CHAR
CONTROL KEYS : (BREAK) - EXIT TO DISPLAY MODE

(CLEAR) - CLEAR THE CURRENT DEFINITION
i6—,-9) - MOQE CURSOR
wSHIFT -+) - INSERT A BLANK
iSHIFT 6—) — DELETE A CHARACTER
xUP ARROw) - AUTO INSERT ON SMITCH
(DOWN ARROw) - AUTO INSERT OFF SNITCH
(F1 - F8) — SELECT/SMITCH FUNCTION KEY

FI:L D=FUNCTIONKTXT.

CONTROL KEYS : DESCRIPTION .

: i F1 - F8 > : Function Key select. :
: . e— , -+ J : Move cursor, left or right. :
- r CLEAR i - Clear the current key definition. :
: f SHIFT —9 ) : Insert a blank at the cursor pos— :
: : ition.
: t SHIFT €- h : Delete a character at the cursor
: : position. :
: a Up Arrow J : Auto insert ON. :
: ( Down Arrow J: Auto insert OFF. :
: ( BREAK J : Exit to the definition display '
: - mode. :
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1) Funtion key Select ä F1 - F8 ).
Before we can edit the key definitions, we must

select the function key to be edited. Suppose we want
to modify the definition of key F1. we need only to
press the key F1 and the current definition of F1
will be displayed. There is an end sign at the end
of a Key definition.

Example:

F1: LÜAD’SUPER 1’. LÜAD’SUPER 2/2!

/ l
sign for (NEwLINE) end Sign

Note that a message ’NÜ FUNCTIÜN IS DEFINING’
will appear if we try to modify a key definition
without selecting a function key.

We can Just press F4 , in case, the definition
of F4 is to be edited following F1.

lear a Key Definition.'
U (‘i

We can erase a whole key definition by hitting
the Key CLEäR , and the display will be, for
instance,

F1 u

end sign

3) Insert Characters.

Normally, we cannot extend a key definition
beyond the end sign except using the keys SHIFT —
or (auto insert) .

ä blank will be obtained at the right of the
cursor when SHIFT -E§]are messed simultaneously.
Then, we may type in a new character at the
blank.
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(b)

Example:

i1)

(2)

’Auto Insert" ÜN/ÜFF

Turn on Auto Insert by hitting . Then we
may enter new characters, and the end sign will
shift to the right automatically.
Recall that a key definition can be extended to
the limit that the sum of the eight definitions
is 255 characters maximum.
There is a bright spot in front of (UP ARROM) in
the editing menu to indicate that Auto Insert is
turned ÜN. Auto Insert can be turned OFF‘ by
pressing the Key (00t ARRON).

The key definition F2 will be edited. Assume
that the computer has entered the definition
editing mode.

Press the key F2. The current definition (F2)
will be displayed.

F2:_BASIC- 10 INPUT ”IT WILL REDUCE TYHING';A$-J

cursor sign 0+(NEN LINE) end sign

Move the cursor by and .

F2: BASIC. 10 INPUT "IT MILL REDUCE TYflING";fi$-J
l

C UPS-CH"
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(5)

(7)

(8)

Delete the character H by pressing SHIFT - ‚
insert a blank by SHIFT - and then type in
character p.

F2: BASIC: Ifl INPUT "IT wILL REDUCE TYING ";A$-J

F2: BASIC. ID INPUT "IT MILL REDUCE TYEING“;A$-J
l
cursor

Turn ÜN ’Auto Insert’ by pressing , miwe the
cursor to the end of the definition, and then
type in additonal characters.

F2: BASIC- In INPUT "IT WILL REDUCE TYPINE';A$-J
1

CUPSOT‘

F2: BASIC- ID INPUT "IT wILL REDUCE TYPING ERROR
AND TIME” ms ‚J

Turn ÜFF ’Auto Insert’ by pressing [l] key.

1+ other key definitions, say F3, are also
reQUired to be edited, press F3 and do the
editing work as in F1.

As all key definitions have been edited, press
the key BREAK to eXit from the edit mode to the
definition display mode.

Press the T key to exit to the 008 level, and
then the key definitions will be updated and
stored in the disk. Should we not want to alter
the old definitions in the disk, place a label
over the write-protect notch on the disk.
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4. To Apply the Predefined Function Keys.

There are two advantages in using the fundtion keys.
First, program typing becomes more efficient. Second, we
can perform some sequence of commands automatically.

Example 1:

Assume F4 is defined as below.
F4: PRINT i 10, "THE MATHEMATICAL MANIPULATION OF
STEP";N;"PRODUCES THE FOLLOWING RESULTS:"I
AN = INT (AN/2)*2- AP =RND<INT<AP/2)*2 + 1)IJ

we may enter BASIC program through the Keyboard in
this way. The computer has already been in DISK BASIC.

AUTO
10 REM RESULT OF NUMERIC DATA PROCESSING
29-

Then, it will become

10 REM RESULT OF NUMERIC DATA PROCESSING
26 PRINT 310, "THE MATHEMATICAL MANIPULATION OF STEP"
;N;“PRÜDUCES THE FOLLOWING RESULTS:"
30 AN = INT(AN/2>*2
46 AP = RND (INTéAP/2)*2 +1“
50
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EXAMPLE 2:

ä set of disk files are to be copied into several
diskettes. A function Key can be defined as below.

F8 : COPY TDKCl/CMD:D TDKZ/CMD:1I
COPY TDKCl/CMD:B TDKZ/CMD:2I
COPY TDKCl/CMD:0 TDKZ/CMD:3I
COPY SUPER/BAS:Ü :1I COPY SUPER/898:0 :Zl
COPY ZFORM/CMD:Q :2- COPY 2FORM/CMD:0 :3IJ

The computer is assumed to be in NENDOS/BD version 2.
Just press the key F8 ‚ and then the system wiii

perform the disk copying operation automatically in the
order specified by the key definition of F8. These
function keys can be defined by senior staff, and the
computer operator s work is much simplified especuailr
wonderful to the green horn“.
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II. RS232C UTILITY

This utility allows us to define the communication
data format and baud rate of the programmable R8232
interface within Genie III. It provides a simple
communication between two microcomputers or terminals.

More precisely, it is a dumb terminal routine in which
Keyboard entries from terminal I (Genie III) via the RS232
interface to terminal II (or another Genie III system) and
displayed, and incoming data will be displayed on the
screen of terminal I. Both terminal I and II can be data
receiver and sender.

This rountine can be used as the basis of a more
advanced communication system.
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(1) To Enter this RS2320 Utility

with the computer at the DOS level, type in

RS/CMD (NEN LINE)

Then, an Operation menu will appear as below.

*** R8232 UTILITY ***

{F} COMMUNICATION FORMAT
{B} BAUD RATE SELECT
<8) START TERMINAL COMMUNICATION
{R} EXIT TO DOS

NOTE:
** PRESS "BREAK" TO EXIT **

DEFAULT FORMAT:
** 8 BIT WORD LENGTH, 1 STOP BIT, EVEN PARITY ii
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£2) To Select Communication Data Format

The selectable formats :

Mono Length : 5, o, 7 on 8 bits.
Stop Bit : 1, 1 1/2 or 2 bits.
Parity Bit : even, odd or nil.

As the computer as at the operation menu level, press
the F key, and then the following.messages will appear in
sequence.

„ä; COMMUNICATION FORMAT SELECT ***
NORD LENGTH SELECT (S,é,?,8) BITS 98
STOP BIT 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 (A,B‚C) ?A
PARITY EVEN, ODD, NO üE‚0‚N) ?E

Press (BREAK) to exit to the operation menu.
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(3) To select the Baud Rate of Data Transfer

The software selectable baud rates range from 50 to
38400 bits per second with 17 chonces.

As the computer stays at the operation menu, press the
B key. and then a list 0+ baud rates will be displayed.
You are requested to enter the corresponding code of baud
rate.

** BAUD RATE SELECT **

CÜDE BAUD RATE CODE BAUD RATE

0 50 8 1800
l 75 9 2000
2 110 A 2400
3 134.5 B 3600
4 150 C 4800
5 300 D 7200
b 500 E 9600
7 1200 F 19200

G 38400

INPUT BHUD RATE CODE ?? _Z

code entered

Press (BREHK) to eXIt to the operation menu.
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(4) To Start Terminal Communication.

fie the computer is at the level oi operation menu,
press the S key to start the data transfer between two
terminals. The information entered through the keyboard of
one of the two terminals will appear on both video display
units of the terminals.

Extra routines are required to achieve practical R5232
communication.

Press (BREAK) to exit to the operation menu.

R6) To Exit from this Utility to DOS.

while the computer is at the operation menu level,
press the R Key to leave this RS232 utility and return to
DOS.
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111. User Programmable Graphic/Character Generator

t1) Introduction

This utility routine together with the optional card
of programmable graphics adaptor reinforces the character
generator chip by facilitating a programmable graphics /
character generation. There may be more than one
programmable character set. Different character sets can
be stored in a disk with different filenames. A certain
set of characters are selected by loading that file into
the video memory tfor programmable graphics I characters!
The following sections will show how a graphics / character
pattern is programmed. Note that each character set has
:4 graphics characters.
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when the computer stays in the DOS level, load and
execute the utility routine from disk by typing
CHRGENéd/CMD or CHRGENSB/CMD where CHRGEN64/CMD is for 64 x
:16 mode, the CHRGENSD/CMD is for 80 x 24 made. A menu of
operations will be displayed on the screen as listed below.

MENU :
“C" — CREATE A NEw CHARACTER SET
"E“ - ENTER EDIT MODE TO BUILD / MODIFY CHARACTER
"L" - LOAD A SET OF CHARACTER
"T“ — TERMINATE TO DOS

whatever operation of the menu is selected by pressing
the corresponding key, a header will appear in front 0+
that operation in the menu. For example, “E“ is
depressed.

The display will be:

MENU :
"C" - CREATE A NEH CHARACTER SET
|“E” - ENTER EDIT MODE TO BUILD / MODIFY CHARACTER
“L" ~ LOAD A SET OF CHARACTER
"T“ TERMINATE TO 008

FILE NAME:

CUF‘SOF‘
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Be+ore we build a new character set, a blank +ile
goung to store the character set has to be created. Thus
as done by hctttng the C Key fireferring to the operation
menu above), and typing in the filename of the new
character set.

For exampie:

MENU:
"C" - CREATE A NEW CHARACTER SET

FILE NAME : JAPAN fCHR

entered by the user.

NOTE: We can skip this step for exusting character sets.



The operation menu allows us to build a new character
set and to edit or modify an existing character set. To
enter the Edit mode, press the E Key and type in filename
o? the character set to be built or edited.
For character set files not yet created, a reminding
message will appear as below for a few seconds.

Example:

FILE NAME : CHINA/CHE
FILE NOT FOUND, YÜU HAVE TÜ CREATE ONE.

For character set already created, an 8 x 12 dot
matrix will appear together with a list of editing keys
These editing functions include:-

BLANK (SPACE BAR) - Erase or reset a dot at the current
cursor position.
Plot or set a dot at the current
cursor position.
Move the cursor in the dot matrix in
the direction of the arrow keys.
(Up, Down, Left, Right)

. (Full—stop)

r—‘äRROlAIS (7‘ „L,<—,->>

B - Display the graphics character of
the preceding code.

N — Display the graphics character of the
next code.

X — Exit to the operation menu.

Each file of character set contains 64 graphics
characters, to each of which a code number is designated
starting from COH (192 decimal) to FFH (255 decimal).
These codes will be used to speCify a particular graphics
character to be displayed in an application program.
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edit a graphics character
See Fig. 1 below.

PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR
‚+++++++
++++++++ CODE NUMBER => 192 DEC
++++++++ 0R CÜ HEX
++++++++
++++++++ KEY FUNCTION
++++++++ BLANK - ERASE A DOT
++++++++ . - PLÜT 9 DOT++++++++ ARRowS - MOVE CUSÜR (UP,DÜNN‚LEFT,RIGHT)
++++++++ B - LOAD BACK LAST CUDE
++++++++ N - LOAD NEXT CODE
++++++++ X - EXIT TÜ MENU
++++++++

CHAR SHAPE ==>

1 Programming a Graphics Character.
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1l Set the code number of the graphics character to the
desired number by the E key (backward) and the N key
uaduance).

2) Move the cursor by the arrow keys to the position of a
dot to be edited.

3) Set or reset a dot in the dot matrix at the current
cursor position by the ’.’ key (SET) and the space bar
(RESET). Note that the character is also displayed with
the actual size on the right hand side of the message ’CHQR
SHAPE’ as in Fig. l.

43 As a graphics character has been edited, proceed with
next character of the code number set by the B key and the
N key. Recall that a character set can have a maximum of
64 graphics characters.

5) when all graphics characters have been programmed or
edited, press the X key to exit to the menu level. The
file of the character set will be transferred to and stored
in a disk. 14 the disk is incidentally write-protected.
then an error message will appear as below.

DISK ERROR : PRESS "M" T0 MENU, "E“ TÜ EDIT MODE

If the M key is depressed, the computer will get back
to the operation menu, and the edited or programmed
character set will be lost, that is, without changes to the
old character set. In this case, you have to enter or edit
the character set again.
If the E key is depressed, the computer will go back

to the Edit .Mode, and the edited or programmed character
set will remain there. You can try to press the X key
again as soon as the Disk Error has been cleared. In this
case, the write protect tab on the disk has to be removed.
Then, the character set file in the disk will be edited or
updated.

As all files of character set have been built and
edited, we may return to the DÜS level by hitting the T
key.
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t5) applying the Graphics Character Set in video Display

Before we can use a certain graphics character set in
video display, that character set must be loaded into the
undeü memory (the part for programmable graphics) from
disk. Hence, we have to enter the programmable
graphicsficharacter mode. with the computer at the DOS
level, type in CHROENSB/CMD or CHRGEN64/CMD. Once the
operation menu level is entered, press the L Key, and type
in the filename of the character set to be used. Press the
T key to exit to the DOS level. Then, the character set is
resident, which enables those graphics characters to be
displayed.

There are two ways to display a graphics character of
the resident character set in DISK BASIC. Re+er to Table
1- (5.98)

1) CHR$(n) - n is the code number of a graphics
character set.
Example:

10 PRINT CHR$(1952 : REM GRAPHICS CHR OF CODE 195
READY
>RUN
* (graphics character of code 1?5>

NOTE: This way is valid only for 80 x 24 mode.

b POKE a,n - a is the address of undeo memory, and
is the code number of a graphics character of a

resident character set.
NOTE: a=3COO - 3FFFH only.

3
N

Example:

10 POKE 16128, IRS : REM PRINT GRAPHICS CHR OF
CODE 195
READY
>RUN
* (graphics character of code 1?5

at the position of the screen
corresponding to the Video RAM
location 16128 tdecimal) or
BFÜÜH.

JAHN woäro/ W/ ggf-"Ja
M14 (Mi
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Table 1. BASIC Function to use the Character set.

I. PÜKE a‚n
where a= address

BCGG—SFFFH
(video RAM)

n=graphic code,

1. PÜKE a,n
where a= address

3C00-3FFFH
(video RAM)

n=graphic code,
Cfl-FFH

: 2. CHR$(n)
displays the graphic
at the current cursor
position, where n =
graphic code, CÜ—FFH

CÜ-FFH
(i.e. 192—255)
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IV. DÜUBLE-SIDE DISK GENERATOR

L1) Introduction

This double—sided disk generator allows the user to
create a double-sided system diskette of NEwDÜS/BÜ version
2. The procedure is very simple because this utility is
self—contained by using the NENDOS chaining function \that
is, a sequence of commands and messages in a chain file
will be treated as keyboard inputs.)

Before proceed, note the following requirements:

Hardware: DD
i) Disk drive Ü must be double density, double track,
and single- or double-sided type «typically, TEAC
SUE or TEAC SBF).

(z) Disk drive 1 must be double density, double track,
and DOUBLE-SIDED type.
itypically TEAC 50F or other double-sided floppy
disk drive). ‘

For the installation of disk drives, you are urged to
hear the advice {vom your local dealer.

Software:
<1) The GENIE III system diskette must contains two
files, namely, DIR/DBL and DBLSIDE/JCL. It can be
checked by the DIR command.
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This diskette should be double density and double track
type, and for safety, be one of several back—up system
diskettes.

Now, you may proceed as Delay.

1. Place the NENDOS system diskette into driue ü, and
place a blank diskette into drive 1. The blank
diskette should be double density and double sided
type. Both diskettes should not be write—protected.

2. Press the RESET keys of your GENIE III computer.

3 Type "DD DBLSIDE" NENLINE.

4. Then. a sequence of messages and commands will appear
as follows. Do the simple reply to the computer when
asked.
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NENDÜ 5K 8C! R ERD"!
\’ Dü DBLSIDE

***** DOUBLE SIDE DISK GENERATOR *****
INSERT A BLANK DISK INTO DRIVE 1

CHAINING PAUSE. PRESS ’ENTEP“ WHEN READY TO CONTINUE
PDRIUE Ü 1 TI=CK TD=G TC=79 SPT=3¢ TSR=3 GPL=8 DDSL=17 DDÜä=2 H
Üä TI=CK, TD=E TC=7§‘,SPT=18, TSR=3, GPL=2,DDSL=17, DDGH=2‘

T1=CK TD=G._TC= 7? .SPT=3o TbR—BJQSL—B DDSL=17. DDGH=2
TI—Lk,TD—E TL—«9 3PT—13 T3R=3, GPL=2‚ DDSL= 17 303H—2
T1=H‚T3=H TC=33,3PT=13. TSR=3, 3PL=-2,DDSL= 17, DD3H=
T1=CM‚TD=E,T3=43‚3PT=13 T33=3,3PL=3, DDSL=17, 303H=2
T1=H T3=H TC=35,3PT= 10. TSP:3, 3PL=2 ,003L=17,DDGH=2
TI=L.L TD=E. TCI=39,SPT=IS TSR=3 GPL=2 _DDSL=17, DDLH
TI=H‚TD=L‚TC=33‚3PT=20‚TSR=2, 3PL=2‚ DDSL=1?’DDEH=L
71::,TD=E,TE=HU.3PT=13,T3R=3 GPL—2,303L—17 DD3H=
TI=C.TD=E,TC=BÜ.SPT=36 TSR=3,GPL=8.DDSL=17,DDGQ=2

Q®Mpm TcH“/7%)=G/ 5P: £9 fEflr3g15w333E/Até/ 361‘733; ‚45W 6FÜRMHT 1 \———~HH3THET1N3 DISKETTE FURMHTPRESS "ENTER” UHEN DESTINATION DISKETTE MOUNTED ON DRIVE 1
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FÜRMHTTING
_ ‚ 3'331 F"*' m3
" INITIHL12IN3 SYSTEM DHTH

DUNE

COPY DIP!DBL:G DIR;SY5:1

[OPT U 1.,CBF,;SiS.NFMT.NDMM
STARTING DISKETTE CÜPY
COPYING
DUNE

H DOUBLE SIDE DISH HHS BEEN BUILT IN DRIWE n 1.
CUP? YOUR OWN USER FILEISJ
TRANSFER TOUR FILE CRREFULLY .....

MENDOS 80 READ?
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U] Now, you have got a double side system diskette in
drive 1.

You can copy the user files in disk drive Ü onto the
double-sided disk in drive 1.
Type

CUPY,@,1,,CBF,USR,NFMT,NDMw NENLINE

At this stage, the whoie procedure is completed. Do
not §orget to adJust the PDRIVE data on the two
diskettes to match the drives when they are used in
other situations. Refer to the GENIE III DOS Manual
on PDRIUE command.
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This double-Side disk generator can be briefly described as
follows:

1) Start the chaining function upon the command ”DÜ
DBLSIDE".

2) Change the PDRIVE data to suit the double-sided disk.

PDRIVE‚Ü‚1,TI=CK,TD=G‚TC=?9,SPT=36‚TSR=3,GPL=8‚
DDSL=17‚DDGA=2

3) Format the blank double-sided disk.

4) Copy the directory from disk in drive ü onto disk in
drive 1.

5) Copy the system +iles from drive 0 to drive 1 (CBF
means copy~by-+ile).

6) H double-sided system disk is created and can copy
user files selectively.
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